
Why to start/buy a business in Bulgaria?

Now is the right period to start all these investments because:

 Bulgaria joined the EU in 2007 and the number of the foreign clients enlarged much. 

 The tax on the profit in Bulgaria is 10% only since January 2007. It's the lowest tax in the EU.That means 
that if a foreigner makes a branch of his company in Bulgaria and if it works here, all the profit in the branch will 
be taxed only 10%.

 Expenses for buying raw-materials, salaries and prices of petrol are still very low compared with the other EU 
countries. Quality of the produced goods is high and that’s the biggest advantage of Bulgaria. 

 The mechanism of doing business by foreigners is very simple: one only needs to establish a company in 
Bulgaria. Now is the proper period for you to combine the advantages of the Bulgarian market (10% tax on 
the profit, relatively cheap real estate, cheap raw materials and labour, etc.) with foreign capital and make it 
work in your favour.

 If you buy land in Bulgaria you have to pay VAT on the selling price and its size is 20%. If you do business in 
Bulgaria with the same company that owns your land VAT is refundable.

 Repayment of the investments made – annual yield of 10 %.

 We offer you some kinds of business that one can begin without much initial investment in Bulgaria. We also 
offer big projects for multinational companies that want to make a big prosperous investment in Bulgaria - the 
projects are the newest in Bulgaria in ecology sphere and trade.

 Finding not expensive and qualitative deliverers of raw materials or goods, finding clients for you and organizing 
the whole process from producing to selling the goods will be done by our experienced team for the 
businesses we offer. You will receive information about all sales and expenses every week.

 Bulgaria is in its developing period. This resulted in the biggest investment interest shown by Jewish, English, 
Italian, Greek and German funds and investors. The development will go on in the next 10 years. That’s why 
2007 is the proper period for business to enlarge with foreign investments or to start a joint business in Bulgaria.

              Don’t hesitate to contact us.


